
Stuhl im weihnachtlichen Zpagetti-Look
Instructions No. 445

Super-trendy and great to work with: With the latest textile yarn you can knit fantastic home accessories in a short time. In just a few hours, a chair can be
transformed into a Christmas design piece of furniture. The textile yarn is unfortunately out of stock. As an alternative to the textile yarn, this idea can be re-
knitted with wool by knitting with several threads 

Instructions

Chair cushion (approx. 36 x 36 cm):
cast on 22 stitches + 2 edge stitches.
Smoothly knit right (back row right stitches, back row left stitches) up to the
square, then cast off loosely and stitch the threads. Work the second square
identically, crochet both pieces white with firm stitches, crochet 3 firm
stitches in the corners. Crochet both pieces together with red Zpagetti,
crochet 3 more stitches in the corners.
Before closing the fourth side, pad the cushion with cotton wool.

Cover (approx. 40 cm wide):
Cast on 29 stitches + 2 edge stitches. Smooth right hand knit: 8 rows white,
28 rows red, then remove 1 stitch on both sides in every 4th row. Knit the
second half identically, prick threads and sew the two pieces together with
mattress stitch. Wrap a large white pompon, tie it up with strong cotton
thread and sew it to the covers. Upholster the tip with some filling cotton
wool and pull the covers over the back of the chair.

Boots:
Cast on 22 stitches + 2 edge stitches. Smooth right hand knit: 2 rows grey, 6
rows red, then cast off 6 stitches on both sides. Continue knitting over the
remaining stitches until 18 rows red are reached, then 4 rows white. First sew
together the sole, then the boot from bottom to top.

Tip: Stuff the boot with filling cotton before sewing the upper 
Finally, sew on the lacing and pull the boots over the chair legs.

This idea is timelessly beautiful!
Some Article are unfortunately no longer available 

But this idea is too good to withhold from you. We would be happy to continue to present it to you - let
yourself be inspired!

https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/media/k29311/k35432/k38561/thumbs/73772_5002692.jpg
https://www.vbs-hobby.ch/media/k29311/k35432/k38561/thumbs/73773_5002698.jpg


Article number Article name Qty
374644-12 Wool "Big Lisa"Red 3
360838 addi circular knitting needle, metal, 60 cmThickness 2,5 1
374330 VBS Crochet hook set "5 mm - 10 mm", 5 pcs. 1
396189-35 addi circular knitting needle, brassThickness 3,5 1
232487 VBS Fill wadding, white, 300 g 1
970373 VBS Handicraft scissors "Pointed" 1
361453 Pompom set 1
374644-01 Wool "Big Lisa"White 1
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